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High dynamic range (HDR) image and video formats are proposed to overcome limitations of widely accepted standard 8-bit low dynamic range (LDR) image and video representations. The main aim of these formats is to encode the whole luminance range of real world scenes which changes from extreme darkness ($10^{-6}$ cd/m²) to bright sunshine ($10^8$ cd/m²), and to generate and store such scenes independent from the display technology. To achieve a successful transition from LDR to HDR technology, backward compatible image and video representation formats are proposed so that both LDR and HDR displays can use the same representation to show LDR and HDR versions of the same content. This is typically achieved by including in the representation an LDR base layer, and an HDR enhancement layer that includes a method to predict HDR content from the LDR content in the base layer and possibly residue data to correct the HDR prediction. The main focus of this thesis is to implement a more efficient coding method for backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which are defined as the differences between original HDR images and their predictions from the corresponding base layer LDR images. As the first stage, analyses of similarities between spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and LDR motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals, for which directional coding methods were proposed, are performed. These analyses are followed by an implementation of suitable directional transforms which model spatial
characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues more efficiently. Rate-distortion performance of the proposed method for coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues are evaluated with objective and perceptual quality metrics. Results indicate that the proposed coding method can perform better than the standard coding methods for the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues.
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ÖZ

GERİYE UYUMLU YÜKSEK DİNAMİK ORANLI (YDO) GÖRÜNTÜ KODLAMA KALINTILARININ YÖNLÜ KODLAMASI

Feyiz, Kutan
Yüksek Lisans, Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi : Doç. Dr. Fatih Kamışlı
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi : Dr. Alper Koz

Ocak 2018, 120 sayfa

Yüksek dinamik oranlı (YDO) görüntü ve video biçimleri, gelişen dünyının teknolojik ihtiyaçlarının gerektirdiği gorsel içerikleri temsil etmekte yetersiz kalmaktadır. Yüksek dinamik oranlı (ADO) görüntü ve video biçimleri yaygın olarak kabul görmüştür. Ancak, bu biçimlerin başlica amacı, așırı karanlıktan \(10^{-6} \text{ cd/m}^2\) parlak güneş ışığına \(10^8 \text{ cd/m}^2\) kadar değişen gerçek dünya sahnelerinin tüm parlaklık aralığını kodlamaktır, ve sonuç olarak bir sahneyi ekran gösteriminden bağımsız olarak üretmek ve depolamaktır. ADO’dan YDO teknolojisine başarılı bir geçiş gerçekleştirmek için, geriye uyumlu görüntü ve video gösterim biçimleri önerilir. Bu, aynı içeriğin ADO ve YDO versiyonlarını göstermek için hem ADO hem de YDO ekraneler aynı gösterimi kullanabilir. Bu tipik olarak gösterimin içerisine bir geçiş gerçekleştirmek için, temel katman tahmininden YDO içeriğinin tahmin edildiği bir yöntem ve YDO tahminini düzeltmek için mümkün olduğuna kalıntı verisi içeren bir YDO yüksekste katmanı dahil edilerek gerçekleştirilir. Bu tezde, orijinal YDO görüntüleri ve onların temel katman ADO görüntüleriine karşılık gelen tahminleri arasındaki farklar olarak tanımlanan geriye uyumlu YDO görüntü kodlama kalıntıları için daha verimli bir kodlama yöntemi uygulanmasına odaklanmıştır. İlk aşamada, geriye uyumlu YDO görüntü kodlama kalıntılarının ve yönlü kodlama yöntemleri önerilmiş olan ADO hareket-telafi tahmin kalıntılarının uzamsal karakteristiklerinin aralarındaki benzerliklerin analizleri...
Anahtar Kelimeler: Yüksek dinamik oranlı görüntü, geriye uyumlu kodlama, uzamsal karakteristikler, istatistiksel analizler, kalıntı 8-bit dönüştümü, kalıntı kodlama, yönelü kodlama
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Image content which is represented by 8-bit per pixel has been commonly accepted in many applications and areas such as mobile phones, personal computers, tablets, televisions, internet/video streaming, digital film industry, medical imaging and etc. Such a wide acceptance of 8-bit representation is mainly because of the compact representation of one pixel value as a byte for the storage in memory chips and the sufficiency of 256 levels in order to implicate the luminance range of widely used low dynamic range (LDR) displays. However, display technology has evolved in recent years and displays with much higher dynamic range (with up to 1,000,000:1 dynamic range and 4000 cd/m$^2$ peak luminance, and etc.) than conventional LDR displays are becoming available. For these new displays, the 8-bit representation of visual content provides inadequate fidelity or visual quality.

In the last ten years, high dynamic range (HDR) image formats (such as the Radiance RGBE (.hdr) [1], the OpenEXR (.exr) [2], the LogLuv [3] TIFF (.tiff), and etc.) have been proposed and developed to encode the whole luminance range of real world scenes which changes from extreme darkness ($10^{-6}$ cd/m$^2$) to bright sunshine ($10^8$ cd/m$^2$) [4]. The main goal of this HDR technology is to capture, and to store or to transmit exact physical luminance values rather than the 8-bit intensities, and to generate and store a scene independently from the display technology [5]. Such a technology is expected to overcome the limitations of standard 8-bit representations for new generation cameras and displays possessing HDR utility and provide a much better perceived image quality for consumers in many applications and areas ranging from digital film industry to medical imaging [4-6].
A major challenge for HDR, which is represented in floating point real numbers, is an efficient compression scheme to store, transmit or manipulate these formats because of their bigger storage sizes and bigger transmission bandwidths compared to standard 8-bit LDR formats. Especially, for HDR video which requires more storage size and transmission bandwidth than standard 8-bit LDR video considerably. For example, the size of the HDR video, which was captured by the first HDR camera and displayed at the yearly ACM SIGGRAPH conference in 2009, was reported as 42 GB for only one minute demonstration compared to just 9 GB for its corresponding LDR [4]. In addition, backward compatibility to the existing 8-bit displays for such a compression scheme is an essential requirement for a wide acceptance of this technology by the users. Also, the previous research [7] shows that, the backward compatible coding approach or in other words the layer-based coding approach may outperform the single-layer coding approach in terms of HDR quality.

The objective of this thesis is to design an HDR image coding system, which is backward compatible with widely used standard 8-bit LDR displays, with the aim of providing successful transition from LDR to HDR technology. To achieve a successful transition from LDR to HDR technology, backward compatible image and video representation formats are proposed so that both LDR and HDR displays can use the same representation to show LDR and HDR versions of the same content. This is typically achieved by including in the representation an LDR base layer, and an HDR enhancement layer that includes a method to predict HDR content from the LDR content in the base layer and possibly residue data to correct the HDR prediction. The main focus for this objective is to implement a more efficient coding method for backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which are defined as the differences between original HDR images and their predictions from the corresponding base layer LDR images. In particular, analyses of similarities between spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and LDR motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals, for which directional coding methods were proposed, are performed. These analyses are followed by an implementation of suitable directional transforms, which model spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues more efficiently. Rate-distortion performance of the proposed method for coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues are evaluated by ob-
jective and perceptual quality metrics as well.

1.1 Previous Research

In the literature, in order to handle the coding of high dynamic range (HDR) image, there exists mainly two coding approaches based on the current low dynamic range (LDR) codecs (such as the Advanced Video Coding H.264/AVC [8] and the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [9]). The first coding approach is the single-layer coding approach [10-12] and it exploits the advantages of the high profiles of those codecs, which can support higher bit-depths, in particular up to 14 bits. The second coding approach is the backward compatible coding approach [6, 13-29] or in other words the layer-based coding approach. This approach provides backward compatibility with the existing standard 8-bit LDR displays.

The ratio based method and the residual based method are some well-known layer-based coding approaches. In the ratio based method [16-18], set of parameters, which are the ratio between an original HDR image and its tone mapped LDR version, is sent as side information to the decoder in an auxiliary stream. The HDR image at the decoder side is reconstructed by multiplying the decoded LDR image and the ratio image, which is obtained from the set of parameters sent as side information to the decoder in the auxiliary stream.

In the residual based method [6, 15, 19-22, 27, 28], firstly, HDR images are tone mapped into 8-bit represented LDR images and after that these tone mapped images (8-bit represented LDR images) go through the standard 8-bit encoding-decoding process by using an existing codec (such as H.264/AVC, HEVC, or etc.). Finally, these coded 8-bit represented LDR images are inverse tone mapped in order to reconstruct HDR images, which are represented in floating point real numbers. These are the first layer or in other words the base layer operations.

In the enhancement layer, or in other words, in the residue layer, firstly, backward compatible HDR image coding residues are obtained by taking the difference between original HDR images and their predictions from the corresponding base layer LDR images. After that, these backward compatible HDR image coding residues
go through the standard 8-bit image encoding-decoding process by using an existing codec. Finally at the decoder side, HDR images are obtained by adding these coded backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which come from the enhancement layer, and the predicted HDR images (predicted by inverse tone mapping of coded 8-bit represented LDR images of the base layer).

Mai et al. have derived a closed-form solution for optimum tone mapping operation, which minimizes the mean square error (MSE) between an original HDR image and its prediction from the corresponding base layer LDR image [6]. Their solution is mainly based on a statistical model, which approximates the distortion in the sequence of tone mapping, encoding, decoding, and inverse tone mapping. The optimized tone mapping method of Mai et al. was improved in [19, 20] by using perceptually uniform (PU) luminance values in order to map the wide luminance range of HDR content rather than the logarithmic values and by also inserting the quality of the produced LDR images into the optimization problem as a constraint. Recent studies further explore the optimization of tone mapping curves by taking the rate of both the base layer and the enhancement layer or in other words the residue layer into account [29]. These methods, which perform the tone mapping operation for each frame independently, are replaced with tone mapping of successive video frames based on motion compensation [30].

While these previous methods mainly focus on the rate-distortion optimization of the base layer, the coding of the enhancement layer has received less attention compared to these previous approaches. Even though some recent studies [21, 22] specifically handle the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues by means of developing global tone mapping curves based on the histogram of them, they do not take local characteristics of residue blocks into account. It is however verified in the previous research on the LDR motion-compensated (MC) video coding [31-34] that residue blocks exhibit local anisotropic characteristics, which allows the use of directional transforms for more efficient coding of the residue than with the traditional 2-D discrete cosine transform (DCT) [35, 36].
1.2 Goals of the Research

In this thesis, firstly whether backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues exhibit also local anisotropic characteristics or not, as in the case of low dynamic range (LDR) motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals [31-33] is investigated. To this aim, auto-covariance (AC) analyses on backward compatible HDR image coding residues are performed with respect to different bitrates (different quantization parameters (QPs)), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding. The resulting AC model parameters for a particular image and then the behaviours of these parameters are analyzed. After the verification of existence of such local anisotropic characteristics in backward compatible HDR image coding residues, rate-distortion performance results of different 8-bit conversion methods and different coding methods are examined comparatively.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The outline of the thesis is given as follows:

In **Chapter 2**, a general scheme of proposed backward compatible coding of high dynamic range (HDR) image with base layer and enhancement/residue layer is presented, and operations, which are accomplished for each stage of the both layers, are explained in detail.

In **Chapter 3**, auto-covariance (AC) analyses of backward compatible HDR image coding residues are presented and explained in detail.

In **Chapter 4**, experimental results for the AC analyses of several backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which have different bitrates (different quantization parameters (QPs)), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding, are given and interpreted.

In **Chapter 5**, proposed coding method for backward compatible HDR image coding residues are presented and explained in detail. In addition, details of the codec, which is utilized for this proposed coding method, are discussed.
In **Chapter 6**, experimental results for the proposed coding method for several backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which have different bitrates (different QPs), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding, are given, compared and interpreted.

In **Chapter 7**, summary of the thesis, conclusions and future work are provided.
CHAPTER 2

GENERAL SCHEME FOR PROPOSED BACKWARD COMPATIBLE CODING OF HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE (HDR) IMAGE

In this chapter, a general scheme for proposed backward compatible coding of high dynamic range (HDR) image with base layer and enhancement/residue layer is presented, and operations, which are performed in each stage of both layers, are explained in detail.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the general scheme for the proposed backward compatible coding of HDR image. The backward compatible, or in other words, the layer-based structure, which is used in this thesis, is composed of two layers. The first layer is called as base layer and the second layer is called as enhancement layer or residue layer. After this point, the second layer will be expressed as residue layer for simplicity.
Figure 2.1: The General Scheme for the Proposed Backward Compatible Coding of HDR Image
2.1 Base Layer Operations

In the base layer, as seen from Figure 2.1, firstly, color space transformation (CST) is performed on high dynamic range (HDR) images which are in floating point real valued RGB format. The LogLuv transform, which is proposed by Larson [3], is used as a CST in order to transform floating point real RGB values into XYZ color space which is device independent. Note that XYZ values are also in floating points at this stage. After that, the X and Z components are used to calculate the 8-bit integer valued chroma components \( u_e \) and \( v_e \) in order to provide the 8-bit requirement of the codec that will be used in the base layer encoding-decoding operations. On the other hand, the Y component is held and the logarithm \((\log_{10})\) of this Y component is computed (in order to map the wide dynamic range of luminance to the computationally more significant range), which is referred as log luminance, before the base layer tone mapping operation (TMO). In general, TMOs are constructed only for the luminance channel of HDR images, and the chroma channels are kept unchanged. After this point, log luminance will be used in order to refer to the logarithmic \((\log_{10})\) values of the luminance for simplicity.

The utilized forward transformation equations in the CST block from RGB color space to LogLuv color space are as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\ Y \\ Z 
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0.497 & 0.339 & 0.164 \\ 0.256 & 0.678 & 0.066 \\ 0.023 & 0.113 & 0.864 
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
R \\ G \\ B 
\end{bmatrix} \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
x = \frac{X}{X + Y + Z} \tag{2.2}
\]

\[
y = \frac{Y}{X + Y + Z} \tag{2.3}
\]

\[
u_e = \left\lfloor \frac{410 \cdot 4x}{-2x + 12y + 3} \right\rfloor \tag{2.4}
\]
\[ v_e = \left[ \frac{410y}{-2x + 12y + 3} \right] \]  
(2.5)

\[ L = \log_{10}(Y) \]  
(2.6)

The utilized inverse transformation equations in the inverse color space transformation (ICST) block from LogLuv color space to RGB color space are as follows:

\[ Y = 10^L \]  
(2.7)

\[ u = \frac{u_e + 0.5}{410} \]  
(2.8)

\[ v = \frac{v_e + 0.5}{410} \]  
(2.9)

\[ x = \frac{9u}{6u - 16v + 12} \]  
(2.10)

\[ y = \frac{4v}{6u - 16v + 12} \]  
(2.11)

\[ X = \frac{Yx}{y} \]  
(2.12)

\[ Z = \frac{Y(1 - x - y)}{y} \]  
(2.13)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
2.690 & -1.276 & -0.414 \\
-1.022 & 1.978 & 0.044 \\
0.061 & -0.224 & 1.163
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
Z
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(2.14)

Secondly, a TMO is applied on floating point real valued log luminance components \((L)\) of HDR images. There are several tone mapping operators (TMO) for different
usages and they can be classified as local, global, fixed, adaptive or etc. with respect to their utilization specifics. A global tone mapping curve is a transformation function that maps floating point real valued HDR luminance pixel values to 8-bit represented low dynamic range (LDR) luminance pixel values regardless of the neighborhood relation between pixels. The optimum tone mapping method, which is derived by Mai et al. [6], is utilized as a TMO for the proposed backward compatible coding of HDR image. The optimum tone mapping method of Mai et al. minimizes the mean square error (MSE) between the log luminance of original HDR image and the log luminance of its prediction from the corresponding base layer LDR image. Given that the log luminance of HDR image and the pixel values of its tone mapped LDR version are denoted as \( l \) and \( v \) respectively, the tone mapping curve is first parameterized as a piece-wise linear function with nodes \((l_k, v_k)\) as shown in Figure 2.2. Each segment \( k \) between two nodes \((l_k, v_k)\) and \((l_{k+1}, v_{k+1})\) has a constant width in HDR values equal to \( \delta \) (selected as 0.1).

The tone mapping curve is then uniquely specified by a set of slopes:

\[
s_k = \frac{v_{k+1} - v_k}{\delta}
\]  

(2.15)

which forms a vector of the tone mapping parameters. Mai et al. have developed a statistical distortion model for the error on the tone mapping, coding, decoding and inverse tone mapping and have derived a closed-form solution for the optimum tone mapping curve in terms of slopes, \( s_k \). Their eventual closed form solution minimizing the MSE between the log luminances of original and inverse tone mapped HDR images is found as:

\[
s_k = \frac{v_{\text{max}}^{-1} p_k^{-1}}{\delta \sum_{k=1}^{N} p_k^{-1}}
\]  

(2.16)

where \( p_k \) is the summation of the normalized histogram of the log luminance values for the \( k \)'th bin, \( N \) is the total number of bins in the histogram, and \( v_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum LDR pixel value.
Figure 2.2: The parameterization of the tone mapping curve in [6]. The bar-plot is the log luminance histogram of an HDR image.

After the TMO, as shown in Figure 2.1, tone mapped HDR images (8-bit represented LDR versions) go through the encoding-decoding operation. As a codec, the H.264/AVC JM reference software encoder-decoder [8] is used for the proposed backward compatible coding of HDR image. Later the encoding-decoding operation, inverse tone mapping operation (ITMO), which is the inverse operation of the utilized TMO, is applied on these encoded-decoded tone mapped HDR images. As seen from Figure 2.1 if ICST is performed on these encoded-decoded inverse tone mapped HDR images, the resultant reconstructed HDR images are displayed on a HDR screen. As the other option, if there is not any HDR screen, these encoded-decoded tone mapped HDR images are displayed on a LDR screen directly without performing the ITMO and ICST operations.

The base layer operations are illustrated in more detail in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the Base Layer Operations
2.2 Residue Layer Operations

In the residue layer, backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues are obtained by taking the difference between log luminance components \( L \) of original HDR images and log luminance components of their predictions, which are obtained by inverse tone mapping the corresponding base layer low dynamic range (LDR) images. Each pixel value in backward compatible HDR image coding residues is represented in floating point real numbers and backward compatible HDR image coding residues are single channel, which is the log luminance \( L \) only.

As seen from Figure 2.1, firstly, due to the fact that backward compatible HDR image coding residues’ pixel values are represented in floating point real numbers, they should be converted into 8-bit format before the encoding-decoding operation in the residue layer. 8-bit conversion requires two operations: normalization (Norm) of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and then their conversion to 8-bit. For the 8-bit conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues, two 8-bit conversion methods are used (Mai et al. [6] and Mir et al. [22]). In Chapter 5, these utilized 8-bit conversion methods will be explained in detail.

After the 8-bit conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues, these 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues go through the encoding-decoding operation. In the residue layer, two codecs are used and compared for this purpose. The first one is the standard or in other words the typical codec, which is the standard H.264/AVC JM reference software encoder-decoder [8], and the other one is the modified H.264/AVC JM reference software, which also includes 1-D directional transforms, in the encoder and decoder [32, 33]. In Chapter 5, these coding methods and utilized codecs will be explained in detail.

Finally at the decoder side, inverse 8-bit conversion is applied on the decoded 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues. Inverse 8-bit conversion requires two operations: inverse 8-bit conversion of the decoded 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues to the floating point real valued representation again and inverse normalization (Inv Norm) of these decoded floating point real valued backward compatible HDR image coding residues.
In conclusion, coded HDR images are obtained by adding the HDR images which are predicted by inverse tone mapping LDR images from the base layer and the reconstructed HDR image coding residues which come from the residue layer. As seen from Figure 2.1 if inverse color space transformation (ICST) is performed on these coded HDR images, they can be displayed on a HDR screen.
CHAPTER 3

AUTO-COVARIANCE (AC) ANALYSES OF BACKWARD COMPATIBLE HDR IMAGE CODING RESIDUES

In this chapter, auto-covariance (AC) analyses of backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues are presented and explained in detail. Before proposing an efficient coding method for backward compatible HDR image coding residues, it is necessary to study characteristics of them in order to code them more efficiently. For this purpose, it is investigated whether backward compatible HDR image coding residues exhibit also local anisotropic (i.e., property of being directionally dependent, which implies different properties in different directions [37]) characteristics or not as in the case of low dynamic range (LDR) motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals in [31-33] with respect to different bitrates (different quantization parameters (QPs)), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding. Analyses methods are similar to those used in [32, 33] for analyzing LDR MC prediction residuals. At first, spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and spatial characteristics of LDR MC prediction residuals are associated with each other by visual inspection. Then, utilized AC models in order to quantify the visually inspected similarities between spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and LDR MC prediction residuals are explained, and estimation procedure of the parameters of utilized AC models are given at the end.
3.1 AC Analyses

Before proposing an efficient coding method for backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues, which are found by taking difference between the log luminances of original HDR images and their predictions from the base layer, with the aim of coding them more efficiently, it is necessary to study their characteristics. In this section, with this purpose, on account of understanding whether backward compatible HDR image coding residues exhibit also local anisotropic characteristics or not, as in the case of low dynamic range (LDR) motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals, spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and LDR MC prediction residuals are associated with each other based on visual inspection.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show tone mapped (method Mai et al. [6]) log luminance ($L$) images of their corresponding original HDR images and their backward compatible HDR image coding residues with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, $QP = 22, 27, 32, 37$. They are all in high definition (HD) (1920x1080) resolution. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show some LDR frames and their LDR MC prediction residuals. Figure 3.3 shows frame 10 of mobile sequence at common intermediate format (CIF) (352x288) resolution and Figure 3.4 shows frame 118 of basket sequence at CIF resolution. From Figures 3.1 and 3.2, it can be observed that, a substantial portion of the information in backward compatible HDR image coding residues with different base layer quantization parameters concentrates along edges, object boundaries and textured regions mostly, forming 1-D structures along them as in the case of LDR MC prediction residuals as seen from Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

Consequently, characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues differ around edges, object boundaries and textured regions considerably. These different characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues may arise because some effects alike the quantization noise that can be caused by the base layer tone mapping operation (TMO) and inverse tone mapping operation (ITMO). As mentioned before, a great portion of the backward compatible HDR image coding residues concentrates along edges, object boundaries and textured regions mostly, and forming 1-D structures along them. Thus, backward compatible HDR image coding residues
concentrating on these 1-D structures have 1-D characteristics.
Figure 3.1: (a) Tone mapped (method Mai et al.) log luminance ($L$) image of original HDR image LasVegasStore, (b, c, d, e) Its HDR image coding residues with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, $QP = 22, 27, 32, 37$. 
Figure 3.2: (a) Tone mapped (method Mai et al.) log luminance ($L$) image of original HDR image $AirBellowsGap$, (b, c, d, e) Its HDR image coding residues with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, $QP = 22, 27, 32, 37$. 
Figure 3.3: (a) Frame 10 of mobile sequence at CIF resolution, (b) Its LDR MC residual predicted from frame 9 using full-pel motion estimation with 8x8-pixel blocks in [33].

Figure 3.4: (a) Frame 118 of basket sequence at CIF resolution, (b) Its LDR MC residual predicted from frame 117 using ful-pel motion estimation with 8x8-pixel blocks in [33].

3.1.1 AC Models

From the visual inspection of backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues, they have local anisotropic characteristics which differ remarkably
around edges, object boundaries and textured regions as in the case of low dynamic range (LDR) motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals in [31-33]. A great portion of the signal concentrates along these structures and these structures are 1-D structures and backward compatible HDR image coding residues concentrating on these structures have 1-D characteristics. Therefore, in order to quantify whether backward compatible HDR image coding residues have local anisotropic characteristics or not as in the case of LDR MC prediction residuals in [31-33], auto-covariance (AC) analyses are performed.

With the aim of quantifying results of statistical analyses of backward compatible HDR image coding residues, AC of 8x8-pixel blocks of backward compatible HDR image coding residues are modeled with AC of a 2-D Markov process. Two AC models, which are proposed in [32, 33] for the statistical analyses, are used to analyze AC of local regions. The first AC model is the separable AC model, given in Equation 3.1 below:

$$R_s(I, J) = \rho_1 |I| \rho_2 |J|$$

(3.1)

Here, $\rho_1$ is the correlation parameter along the horizontal direction or the vertical direction, and $\rho_2$ is the correlation parameter along the other direction, which is perpendicular to the direction of the correlation parameter $\rho_1$. The larger correlation coefficient is always chosen as $\rho_1$ for simplicity. This is a separable model, and it cannot model well the statistical characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks with strong correlation along diagonal directions. So, this model is global and it is insufficient to capture all local anisotropies in backward compatible HDR image coding residues. For this reason, another AC model given in Equation 3.2 below is also used in the statistical analyses,

$$R_g(\theta, I, J) = \rho_1 |I \cos(\theta) + J \sin(\theta)| \rho_2 |I \sin(\theta) - J \cos(\theta)|$$

(3.2)

This model is called the generalized AC model, because it generalizes the separable AC model by introducing an additional parameter $\theta$, which allows rotation of the horizontal and vertical axes of the separable AC model and thus can capture more
local anisotropic features. Thus, the generalized AC model is able to adapt and model
the statistical characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues
which have strong correlation along diagonal directions other than the horizontal and
vertical directions better.

Comparison between the separable AC model and the generalized AC model is illus-
trated in Figure 3.5.

![Figure 3.5](image)

Figure 3.5: Comparison between the separable AC model and the generalized AC
model [33].

### 3.1.2 Estimation of the Parameters of AC Models

Firstly, backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues are
partitioned into 8x8-pixel blocks in order to obtain statistics from many local regions
of them. After that, the unbiased estimator is utilized to estimate the non-parametric
auto-covariance (AC) of each 8x8-pixel block by subtracting the mean of each 8x8-
pixel block. Only the blocks, which have enough AC energy, are entered to the sta-
tistical analyses by comparing with a threshold. This is because the other blocks will
typically be quantized to all-zero-blocks, which are not transformed in the codec and
therefore are ignored in the AC analyses. Finally, each zero mean 8x8-pixel block is correlated with itself, and each element of the correlation sequence is divided by the number of overlapping points used in the computation of that element.

Secondly, after finding the actual AC of each 8x8-pixel block, in order to provide best fit to the actual AC of each 8x8-pixel block, each 8x8-pixel block of backward compatible HDR image coding residues is modeled with both the separable AC model and the generalized AC model, and estimation of the parameters $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ (and $\theta$ for the generalized AC model) are performed by using these models. This is performed by using the optimization toolbox of MATLAB to find the best parameters $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ (and $\theta$ for the generalized AC model) so that the separable and generalized AC models fit the non-parametric estimated unbiased AC in the least square sense (minimum mean square error (MSE)).

Due to the fact that, the number of the overlapping points become less and the estimates become noisy at large lags; in the minimization, only the lags, which are less than four (i.e., $|I|, |J| < 4$), are used. The estimated $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ parameters from all 8x8-pixel blocks can then be plotted as scatter plots for each backward compatible HDR image coding residue in order to be analyzed by using both the separable AC model and the generalized AC model. Each point in the scatter plots represents the estimated ($\rho_1$, $\rho_2$) pair from one 8x8-pixel backward compatible HDR image coding residue block ($\rho_1$ is the larger correlation coefficient and $\theta$ varies between $0^\circ$ and $180^\circ$). By comparing the scatter plots of the $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ parameters from the separable AC model and $\rho_1$, $\rho_2$ and $\theta$ from the generalized AC model, statistical characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues can be evaluated as it will be done in the next chapter for several backward compatible HDR image coding residues.
CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE AC ANALYSES OF BACKWARD COMPATIBLE HDR IMAGE CODING RESIDUES

In this chapter, experimental results for the auto-covariance (AC) analyses of several backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues, which have different bitrates (different quantization parameters (QPs)), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding, are given and interpreted. By analyzing the behaviours of resulting AC model parameters for a particular image with respect to these main variables, characteristics of the AC of local regions of backward compatible HDR image coding residues are investigated to conclude whether the directional coding methods should be applied for the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues or not.

4.1 Experimental Setup

For the experiments, five images are selected from various high dynamic range (HDR) image databases, which exhibit different characteristics in terms of dynamic range and spatial activity [38]. These images are in 32-bit RGBE format as .hdr files. Tone mapped versions of the selected HDR images are shown in Figure 4.1. The dynamic ranges and spatial activities of the selected HDR images are also compared in Figure 4.2. While the dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the maximum luminance to the minimum luminance in an image, the spatial activity is measured as the standard deviation of the output of a Sobel operator applied to an image. The dynamic range of
the selected HDR images varies from 1.5 to 6 and the spatial activity of the selected HDR images is in the range of 0.017 to 0.03. It is assumed that the selected HDR images roughly cover the reasonable dynamic and spatial activity ranges and they are adequately diverse and representative to perform comparisons. The selected HDR images for the experiments are all in high definition (HD) (1920x1080) resolution and specially inspected not to possess any typical HDR acquisition artifact [38].

(a) AirBellowsGap

(b) LasVegasStore
(c) MasonLake(1)

(d) RedwoodSunset
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Figure 4.1: The selected HDR images (tone mapped versions) for the experiments.

Figure 4.2: Characteristics of the selected HDR images for the experiments [38].

The selected HDR images undergo the color space transformation (CST), tone mapping operation (TMO), encoding, decoding and inverse tone mapping operation (ITMO), and backward compatible HDR image coding residues are obtained as discussed in Chapter 2. As a tone mapping operator (TMO), the optimum tone mapping method
of Mai et al. [6] is utilized. However, note that, other TMOs could also be used to understand the statistical behaviour of backward compatible HDR image coding residues. The H.264/AVC JM 10.2 reference software encoder-decoder [8] is utilized in the experiments for the base layer encoding and decoding operations of the low dynamic range (LDR) images, which are found after the CST and the TMO of the selected HDR images, with four different base layer quantization parameters which are selected as QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.

The auto-covariance (AC) analyses, as described in Chapter 3, are performed to analyze backward compatible HDR image coding residues. For the AC analyses, 8x8-pixel blocks are used as a commonly used block size in compression. The DC mean of each 8x8-pixel block is subtracted and only the blocks which have enough AC energy are taken into account for the analyses by comparing with a threshold, which is experimentally chosen as $10^{-4}$, as the blocks with lower AC energy are typically not coded in compression.

4.2 AC Analyses Results

Figure 4.3 illustrates the tone mapped (method Mai et al. [6]) log luminance ($L$) images of the selected HDR image set. And Figure 4.4 shows their absolute (each pixel value is equal or greater than zero) backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues as the absolute values of the differences of the original HDR log luminance ($L$) images and their predictions from the base layer with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 37. For this figure, base layer quantization parameter is fixed to 37 in order to observe the directional characteristics, or in other words, the 1-D structures in backward compatible HDR image coding residues better. The 1-D structures are quite observable in the backward compatible HDR image coding residues as seen from Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3: The tone mapped (method Mai et al.) log luminance ($L$) images of the selected HDR image set.
Figure 4.4: The absolute backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected HDR image set with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 37.

Figure 4.5 gives the auto-covariance (AC) analyses results, which are the separable AC model result (Figure 4.5(a)), the generalized AC model result (Figure 4.5(b)) and
the histogram of the estimated angles for the generalized AC model result (Figure 4.5 (c)), for the HDR image \textit{LasVegasStore} with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27. Each point in Figures 4.5 (a) and (b) represents the estimated \((\rho_1, \rho_2)\) pair by using the AC models given in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 from one 8x8-pixel backward compatible HDR image coding residue block. Note that \(\rho_1\) is the larger correlation coefficient and \(\theta\) varies between 0\(^\circ\) and 180\(^\circ\). In Figure 4.5 (a), both \(\rho_1\) and \(\rho_2\) are typically smaller than 0.5. However, in Figure 4.5 (b), \(\rho_2\) is mostly smaller than 0.5 but \(\rho_1\) is mostly larger than 0.5. Combination of large \(\rho_1\) and small \(\rho_2\) indicates that a 1-D structure exists along the direction of \(\rho_1\), which indicate 1-D characteristics of the backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks. The generalized AC model illustrates also the orientation of the 1-D structures with the parameter \(\theta\), which allows rotation of the horizontal and vertical axes of the separable AC model, as a main difference with respect to the separable AC model. Thus, the generalized AC model captures more local anisotropic features than the separable AC model and it is capable of adapting and modelling the statistical characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues which have strong correlation along diagonal directions other than the horizontal and vertical directions better. Histograms of the estimated angles \((\theta)\) for the generalized AC model is shown in Figure 4.5 (c). In accordance with the dominant vertical and horizontal edges on the given HDR image \textit{LasVegasStore}, the highest peaks in the plot concentrate at around 0\(^\circ\), 90\(^\circ\) and 180\(^\circ\), where peaks at 0\(^\circ\) and 180\(^\circ\) correspond to horizontally aligned features, and a peak at 90\(^\circ\) corresponds to vertically aligned features.
Figure 4.5: The AC analyses results for the HDR image *LasVegasStore* with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
In the investigation of the behaviour of backward compatible HDR image coding residues with respect to different variables, the first experiment is performed to reveal the effect of base layer bit-rate (or base layer quantization parameter (QP)). Figures 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate different absolute backward compatible HDR image coding residues, respectively, LasVegasStore and RedwoodSunset with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37. As can be observed from Figures 4.6 and 4.7, while base layer quantization parameter increases, number of blocks surpassing the AC energy threshold also increases due to the higher coding error. As a corollary of this, the 1-D structures in backward compatible HDR image coding residues are also becoming more salient for higher base layer quantization parameters.
Figure 4.6: The absolute backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the HDR image *LasVegasStore* with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.
Figure 4.7: The absolute backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the HDR image \textit{RedwoodSunset} with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the scatter plots of the estimates of the $(\rho_1, \rho_2)$ correlation coefficients pairs with the separable AC model for corresponding selected HDR images as in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the scatter plots of the estimates of the $(\rho_1, \rho_2)$ correlation coefficients pairs with the generalized AC model for corresponding selected HDR images as in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37. As base layer quantization parameter increases, the points on the scatter plots show also a scattering behavior towards higher $\rho_2$ values for both the separable AC model and the generalized AC model. This is because of the fact that, when quantization parameter increases in the base layer, as mentioned before, 1-D structures in backward compatible HDR image coding residues become more salient, or in other words, increase due to the higher coding error. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the histograms of the estimated angles ($\theta$) for the generalized AC model with different base layer quantization.
parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37. As seen from Figure 4.12, the histograms of the estimated angles ($\theta$) for LasVegasStore concentrates higher at around the angles 0°, 90° and 180° as base layer quantization parameter increases. As seen from Figure 4.13, the histograms of the estimated angles ($\theta$) for RedwoodSunset concentrates higher at around the angles 0° and 180° as base layer quantization parameter increases.

Figure 4.8: The AC analyses results with the separable AC model for the HDR image LasVegasStore with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.
Figure 4.9: The AC analyses results with the separable AC model for the HDR image RedwoodSunset with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.
Figure 4.10: The AC analyses results with the generalized AC model for the HDR image *LasVegasStore* with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.
Figure 4.11: The AC analyses results with the generalized AC model for the HDR image *RedwoodSunset* with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.
Figure 4.12: The histograms of the estimated angles ($\theta$) with the generalized AC model for the HDR image LasVegasStore with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.
Figure 4.13: The histograms of the estimated angles ($\theta$) with the generalized AC model for the HDR image *RedwoodSunset* with different base layer quantization parameters, respectively, QP = 22, 27, 32, 37.

With the purpose of drawing more generic conclusions regarding the AC analyses results, the AC analyses are performed on all the selected HDR images for varying dynamic range and spatial activity, while keeping base layer quantization parameter fixed at QP = 27. Figure 4.14 illustrates the scatter plots of the estimates of the $(\rho_1, \rho_2)$ correlation coefficients pairs with the separable AC model for different HDR images. Figure 4.15 illustrates the scatter plots of the estimates of the $(\rho_1, \rho_2)$ correlation coefficients pairs with the generalized AC model for different HDR images. As can be observed from all the scatter plots for both Figures 4.14 and 4.15, the points mostly
have a small $\rho_2$ value and larger $\rho_1$ value, which indicates 1-D directional characteristics of the backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks. This can also be observed with very low $\rho_2$ values for the centroids of the scatter plots, indicated as the red cross on the scatter plots. The scatter plots indicate that both the HDR images having the lowest dynamic range (UpheavalDome) and the highest dynamic range (LasVegasStore) have enough number of blocks whose structure is dominated in one direction. Similarly, both the HDR images having the lowest spatial activity (AirBelowGap) and the highest spatial activity (MasonLake(1)) exhibit also 1-D structures in their blocks as indicated with the concentration along the $\rho_1$ axis.
Figure 4.14: The AC analyses results with the separable AC model for all the selected HDR images with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
Figure 4.15: The AC analyses results with the generalized AC model for all the selected HDR images with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, $QP = 27$. 
The experiments have revealed that backward compatible HDR image coding residues obtained as the differences of original HDR log luminance ($L$) images and their predictions from the base layer low dynamic range (LDR) images, possess 1-D directional characteristics. The verification of existence of such 1-D structures indicates that the directional coding methods, which are utilized by coding of LDR motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals with 1-D directional transforms in addition to the conventional 2-D transforms [35, 36], can also be a good candidate solution for the encoding and decoding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues.
CHAPTER 5

PROPOSED CODING METHOD FOR BACKWARD COMPATIBLE HDR IMAGE CODING RESIDUES

In this chapter, proposed coding method for backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues are presented and explained in detail. Details of the codec, which is utilized for this proposed coding method, are also discussed. Proposed coding method for HDR image coding residues comprises two stages, which are firstly 8-bit conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and secondly directional coding of these 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues, as shown in Figure 2.1.

5.1 8-bit Conversion of Backward Compatible HDR Image Coding Residues

As mentioned in Chapter 2, owing to the fact that high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues are represented in floating point real numbers, 8-bit conversion should be applied to them in order to provide the 8-bit input requirement of the utilized codecs which are responsible for the encoding-decoding operations in the residue layer. 8-bit conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues consists of two stages which are firstly normalization (Norm) of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and secondly their conversion to 8-bit. For the conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues to 8-bit, two 8-bit conversion methods are used and it is investigated which method performs better as an 8-bit conversion. As the first method, the adaptive residual mapping method including the Sigmoid function and the Logit function proposed by Mir et al. [22] is used. As
the second method, the optimum tone mapping method which is proposed by Mai et al. [6] is adapted to the characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues as an 8-bit conversion.

5.1.1 The Sigmoid Function of the Adaptive Residual Mapping Method for Backward Compatible HDR Image Coding Residues

The Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method, which is proposed by Mir et al. [22], for backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues involves the following steps.

Backward compatible HDR image coding residue in the matrix form is firstly converted to the vector form. The vector of backward compatible HDR image coding residue values, which is denoted as $r$, is normalized to $[0, 1]$ range with respect to its maximum and minimum values as given in Equation 5.1:

$$r_{n} = \frac{r - \min(r)}{\max(r) - \min(r)}$$

(5.1)

The vector of normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue values, which is denoted as $r_n$, is passed through the Sigmoid function:

$$R_{n} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-s(r_n - m)}}$$

(5.2)

The resulting values in the vector form $R_n$ are multiplied with 255 and rounded. Afterwards, the rounded values in the vector form are converted to the matrix form again in order to obtain the 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue.

The algorithm [24] defines the $m$ value as a parameter which is similar to the geometric mean definition:

$$m = e^{\frac{1}{N} \sum \log(r_n + e)}$$

(5.3)

However, after all experiments which are performed, it is observed that the arithmetic
mean gives better and more accurate results. Therefore, the \( m \) value is selected as the arithmetic mean of the vector of normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue values \( (r_n) \): 

\[
m = \frac{1}{N} \sum r_n
\]  

(5.4)

In given Equation 5.2, the \( s \) parameter, which is defined as the steepness of the Sigmoid function, is selected as the value which minimizes the mean square error (MSE) between the original backward compatible HDR image coding residue and the reconstructed version of it after the 8-bit conversion by iterating the \( s \) parameter recursively. For the experiments, the \( s \) parameter is iterated between values 5 and 20 with step size value 1 recursively. This iteration interval [5, 20] and the step size value 1 is selected experimentally.

In Figure 5.1 an illustration of the optimum \( s \) parameter value selection in the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method for each selected five HDR images is given. As seen from Figure 5.1 for each of the selected five HDR images, change of MSE value with respect to the \( s \) parameter values, which are selected experimentally, is convex shaped. The optimum \( s \) parameter values are the ones giving minimum MSE values.
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the optimum $s$ parameter value selection in the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method for each of the selected five HDR images.

In Figure 5.2 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which are obtained with the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method that uses the optimum $s$ parameter values, are given for the selected five HDR images with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
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5.1.2 The Logit Function of the Adaptive Residual Mapping Method for Backward Compatible HDR Image Coding Residues

The Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method, which is proposed by Mir et al. [22], for backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues involves the following steps.

Backward compatible HDR image coding residue in the matrix form is firstly converted to the vector form. After that, the vector of backward compatible HDR image coding residue values, which is denoted as \( r \), is normalized to \([0, 1]\) range with respect to its maximum and minimum values as given in Equation \(5.5\):

\[
r_n = \frac{r - \text{min}(r)}{\text{max}(r) - \text{min}(r)}
\]  

(5.5)

The vector of normalized HDR image coding residue values, which is denoted as \( r_n \),
is passed through the Logit function:

\[ R_n = \frac{1}{s} \ln\left( \frac{r_n}{1 - r_n} \right) + m \]  

(5.6)

The resulting values in the vector form \( R_n \) are multiplied with 255 and rounded. The rounded values in the vector form which are bigger than 255 and smaller than 0 are cropped to 255 and 0, respectively. Afterwards, the cropped values in the vector form are converted to the matrix form again in order to obtain the 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue.

The \( m \) value in given Equation [5.6] is selected as the arithmetic mean as in the case of the Sigmoid function for the same reasons:

\[ m = \frac{1}{N} \sum r_n \]  

(5.7)

In given Equation [5.6], the \( s \) parameter, which is defined as the steepness of the Logit function, is selected as the value which minimizes the mean square error (MSE) between the original backward compatible HDR image coding residue and the reconstructed version of it after the 8-bit conversion by iterating the \( s \) parameter recursively as in the case of the Sigmoid function. For the experiments, the \( s \) parameter is iterated between values -5 and 5 with step size value 0.25 recursively. This iteration interval [-5, 5] and the step size value 0.25 is selected experimentally.

In Figure [5.3], an illustration of the optimum \( s \) parameter selection in the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method for each of the selected five HDR images is given. As seen from Figure [5.3] for each of the selected five HDR images, change of MSE value with respect to the \( s \) parameter values, which are selected experimentally, is convex shaped. The optimum \( s \) parameter values are the ones giving minimum MSE values.
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of the optimum $s$ parameter value selection in the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method for each of the selected five HDR images.

In Figure 5.4, an illustration of 8-bit conversion curves, which are obtained with the optimum $s$ parameter values, and the histogram of the normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue in the Sigmoid and the Logit functions of the adaptive residual mapping method for each of the selected five HDR images are given.
Figure 5.4: An illustration of 8-bit conversion curves obtained with the optimum $s$ parameter values and the histogram of the normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue in the Sigmoid (blue) and the Logit (red) functions of the adaptive residual mapping method for each of the selected five HDR images.
In Figure 5.5, 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which are obtained with the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method that uses the optimum $s$ parameter values, are given for the selected five HDR images with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, $QP = 27$. 
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Figure 5.5: 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues obtained with the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method using the optimum $s$ parameter values with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, $QP = 27$.

5.1.3 Adaptation of the Optimum Tone Mapping Method to Backward Compatible HDR Image Coding Residues

The optimum tone mapping method, which is proposed by Mai et al. [6], for high luminance values of an high dynamic range (HDR) image is adapted to the characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues as an 8-bit conversion method, in addition to the adaptive residual mapping method of Mir et al. [22], in order to investigate which method performs better as an 8-bit conversion. The optimum tone mapping method will not be described step by step in this section entirely as in the case of the Sigmoid function and the Logit function, since essential detailed description of the optimum tone mapping method is given in Chapter 2 in the base layer operations. Further detailed description of the optimum tone mapping method can be found in [6]. Only the adapted parts of the optimum tone mapping method to the characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues will be explained in this section.
Backward compatible HDR image coding residue in the matrix form is firstly converted to the vector form as in the case of the Sigmoid function and the Logit function. The vector of backward compatible HDR image coding residue values, which is denoted as $r$, is normalized to $[0, 1]$ range with respect to its maximum and minimum values as given in Equation 5.8. $r_n$ is the vector of normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue values.

$$r_n = \frac{r - \min(r)}{\max(r) - \min(r)} \tag{5.8}$$

After the normalization operation of the vector of backward compatible HDR image coding residue values, the optimum tone mapping method operations are performed on the vector of normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue values in the same way as in the base layer operations which are explained in Chapter 2.

$\delta$ parameter is proposed to be selected as 0.1 by Mai et al. [6] for the optimum tone mapping of high luminance values of an HDR image, considering the luminance sensitivity of human visual system (HVS). However, since floating point real valued backward compatible HDR image coding residues are hardly outside the range of [-0.1 0.1], the proposed step size $\delta$ value of 0.1 for the tone mapping operation (TMO) of an HDR image is not an appropriate solution for backward compatible HDR image coding residues. Hence, the step size $\delta$ is considered as a design parameter and it is determined by iteratively changing it, and selecting the value which minimizes the mean square error (MSE) between the original backward compatible HDR image coding residue and the reconstructed version of it after the 8-bit conversion. For the experiments, the iteratively changed $\delta$ values are experimentally selected as 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.005, 0.008, 0.01, 0.0125, 0.02, 0.025, 0.04, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5.

In Figure 5.6, an illustration of the optimum $\delta$ parameter value selection in the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method for the selected five HDR images is given. As seen from Figure 5.6, in the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method, as expected, MSE value which is obtained for piecewise linear function is saturated as the $\delta$ parameter value, which is selected experimentally, decreases. The optimum $\delta$ parameter value is the value at the level of this saturation.
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Figure 5.6: An illustration of the optimum $\delta$ parameter value selection in the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method for the selected five HDR images.

In Figure 5.7, an illustration of 8-bit conversion curve, which is obtained with the optimum $\delta$ parameter value, and the histogram of the normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue in the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method for the each selected five HDR images are given.
Figure 5.7: An illustration of 8-bit conversion curve obtained with the optimum $\delta$ parameter value and the histogram of the normalized backward compatible HDR image coding residue in the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method for each of the selected five HDR images.
In Figure 5.8, 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which are obtained with the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method that uses the optimum $\delta$ parameter values, are given for the selected five HDR images with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
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As a conclusion, as seen from Figures 5.2, 5.5 and 5.8, while the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method and the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method give good results, the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method gives poor results that can not be used for comparisons. Therefore, only the results of the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method and the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method will be used for comparisons as an 8-bit conversion in the next chapter.

5.2 Directional Coding of 8-bit Backward Compatible HDR Image Coding Residues and Details of the Utilized Directional Codec

From the visual inspection results in Chapter 3 and the experimental results in Chapter 4, it is observed and verified that backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues have local anisotropic characteristics which differ around edges, object boundaries and textured regions significantly and most of the information con-
centrates along these structures and these structures are 1-D structures. So, in order
to code these 1-D structures more efficiently as in the case of low dynamic range
(LDR) motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals, the directional coding [32,
33], which refers to a modified H.264/AVC JM reference software encoder-decoder
that uses diverse 1-D directional transforms in addition to the conventional 2-D trans-
forms of the codec, is utilized. The goal is to see whether the directional coding is
a better candidate solution or not for the coding of 8-bit backward compatible HDR
image coding residues, compared to the standard coding, which refers to a standard
H.264/AVC JM reference software encoder-decoder [8].

The directional codec which is utilized for the experiments is the modified H.264/AVC
JM 10.2 codec same as in [32, 33] and it contains 8 1-D directional transforms for
4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks and 16 1-D
directional transforms for 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding
residue blocks. Figure 5.9 shows the 8 1-D directional transforms which are used
for 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks, and Fig-
ure 5.10 shows the 16 1-D directional transforms which are used for 8x8-pixel 8-bit
backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks.

![8 1-D directional transforms defined on the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks](image)

Figure 5.9: The 8 1-D directional transforms defined on the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks [33].
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Figure 5.10: The 16 1-D directional transforms defined on the 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks [33].

Each arrow in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 indicates a different 1-D structure in either a 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block or an 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block on which the 1-D DCT is applied. All the 1-D structures, which are shown through these arrows, are directed at the same angle that corresponds to the direction of the large correlation coefficient roughly. The directions of all the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks and 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks roughly cover 180°. Lengths of the 1-D structures are different and the
1-D structures do not extend to neighbouring blocks. In addition to the 1-D directional transforms, the conventional 2-D discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used in the codec since there exists still regions in the 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks which can be better approximated with the 2-D transforms.

There are also other encoding-decoding modifications in the utilized directional codec and these are all performed likewise as in [32, 33]. These encoding-decoding modifications are entropy coding of the quantized 1-D directional transform coefficients with the alternative scans designed in [33] defined on both the 4x4-pixel and 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks, selection of the best block size for coding 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues and selection of the best 1-D directional transform or the conventional 2-D DCT, and transmission of this selected best transform to the decoder so that the decoder can use the correct inverse transform for the each 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block.

The H.264/AVC JM reference software encoder-decoder offers two entropy coding methods which are the universal variable length coding (UVLC) [39] and the context adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) [40]. The transform coefficients can be coded using either the UVLC mode or the CABAC mode with the utilized directional codec. Since the statistics of the transform coefficients obtained with 1-D directional transforms and conventional 2-D DCT can be different, a redesigned entropy coder adapted to the statistics of 1-D transform coefficients may improve the entropy coding performance with the 1-D transforms. However, since such redesign requires significant modifications, a simpler alternative, modification of only the scanning patterns of the 1-D transform coefficients, is preferred in the H.264/AVC JM reference software encoder-decoder in the UVLC mode [33]. In particular, for each 1-D transform, a particular alternative scan is designed and used in [33].

The designed alternative scans [33], which are used in entropy coding of the quantized 1-D directional transform coefficients for the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks and the 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks, are showed in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 respectively. The designed alternative scans in the each 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR
image coding residue block belongs to the corresponding 1-D directional transforms in Figure 5.9 and the designed alternative scans in the each 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block belongs to the corresponding 1-D directional transforms in Figure 5.10. Further details on the design of these alternative scans and the design considerations can be found in [33].

Figure 5.11: The designed alternative scans used in entropy coding of the quantized 1-D directional transform coefficients defined on the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks [33].
Figure 5.12: The designed alternative scans used in entropy coding of the quantized 1-D directional transform coefficients defined on the 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks [33].

The another important issue is how to select the best block size for 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues and how to select the best 1-D directional transform or the conventional 2-D DCT for the each 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block. The solution of these two selection problems will not be described in detail in this section, further details on this can be found in [33]. However, briefly, these two selection problems are solved jointly. Firstly, for the each possible block size (4x4-pixel or 8x8-pixel) the best 1-D directional transform or the
conventional 2-D DCT for the each 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block is selected then the best block size for 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue is selected given the best 1-D directional transforms. Thus, the best block size-transform combination is obtained [33].

The selected best transform for the each 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block needs to be transmitted to the decoder so that the decoder can use the correct inverse transform for the each 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block. This transmitted information is called as the side information [33]. The codewords in order to represent the selected transforms for both the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks and the 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks are shown in Table 5.1. Further details can be found in [33].

Table 5.1: The codewords in order to represent the selected transforms for both the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks and the 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue blocks [33]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected Transforms</th>
<th>Codewords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-D DCT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-D Transform #1-8</td>
<td>0XXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) For the 4x4-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block transforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected Transforms</th>
<th>Codewords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-D DCT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-D Transform #1-16</td>
<td>0XXXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) For the 8x8-pixel 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block transforms

In this thesis, the 1-D directional transforms are not integrated and the mentioned modifications are not performed in the state-of-the-art codec, which is the high efficiency video coding (HEVC) standard at the time this research was conducted. There are several reasons for this, such as mainly despite the H.264/AVC JM reference software encoder-decoder uses the 4x4 and 8x8 block sizes, the HEVC standard uses the
16x16 and 32x32 block sizes in addition to them, hence the 1-D directional transforms and the related modifications should be expanded to these block sizes too if the HEVC standard is utilized. Therefore, instead of any integration or modification, proof of the concept of whether the directional coding is a good candidate solution or not for the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues as well besides the standard coding is aimed mainly by utilizing the same directional codec, which is the modified H.264/AVC JM 10.2 reference software encoder-decoder in [32, 33] for the directional coding in the experiments, and the standard H.264/AVC JM 10.2 reference software encoder-decoder [8] for the standard coding in the experiments.

Eventually, it should be noted that 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues are coded as intra-frames with both the directional codec and the standard codec. The coding procedure, nevertheless, remains the same. A block from the 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue is intra predicted, and this intra predicted 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residue block is coded with either a 1-D directional transform or the conventional 2-D DCT, which is determined by the codec with rate-distortion optimized transform selection.
CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE PROPOSED CODING METHOD FOR BACKWARD COMPATIBLE HDR IMAGE CODING RESIDUES

In this chapter, experimental results for the proposed coding method for several backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues, which have different bitrates (different quantization parameters (QPs)), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding, are given, compared and interpreted.

6.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup for the proposed coding method for backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues is likewise the experimental setup for the auto-covariance (AC) analyses of backward compatible HDR image coding residues. Further details on the experimental setup can be found in Chapter 4. Only the additions in the experimental setup will be explained in this chapter.

As mentioned before in Chapter 4, the selected HDR images undergo the color space transformation (CST), tone mapping operation (TMO), encoding, decoding and inverse tone mapping operation (ITMO) in the base layer and backward compatible HDR image coding residues are obtained by taking difference between the log luminances of original HDR images and predicted versions of them. As a tone mapping operator (TMO), only the optimum tone mapping method of Mai et al. [6] is utilized
in the base layer. However, note that, other TMOs could also be used to understand the rate-distortion performances of proposed coding method for backward compatible HDR image coding residues. For the base layer encoding and decoding operations, the H.264/AVC JM 10.2 reference software encoder-decoder [8] is used. Four different base layer quantization parameters, which are selected as QP = 22, 27, 32, 37, are used in order to perform the encoding and decoding operations.

In the residue layer, after finding backward compatible HDR image coding residues, the residues undergo the normalization (Norm), 8-bit conversion, encoding, decoding, inverse 8-bit conversion and inverse normalization (Inv Norm). As an 8-bit conversion, two 8-bit conversion methods as explained in detail in Chapter 5, the adaptive residual mapping method of Mir et al. [22], which consists of the Sigmoid function and the Logit function, and the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method of Mai et al. [6] to backward compatible HDR image coding residues are used. Because of the fact that, the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method gives poor results that can not be used for comparisons, only the rate-distortion performance results of the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method and the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method of Mai et al. [6] to backward compatible HDR image coding residues will be given, compared and interpreted. For the residue layer encoding and decoding operations, two codecs, as explained in detail in Chapter 5, the directional codec, which is the modified H.264/AVC JM 10.2 codec likewise in [32, 33], and the standard codec or in other words the typical codec, which is the standard H.264/AVC JM 10.2 codec [8], are used. Four different residue layer quantization parameters, which are selected as QP = 22, 27, 32, 37 for the both codecs, are used in order to perform the encoding and decoding operations.

6.2 Rate-Distortion Performance Results

In order to compare the rate-distortion performance results of the 8-bit conversion and the coding of backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues, base layer quantization parameter is fixed to QP = 27 for avoiding complexity. In the computation of distortion between the original and reconstructed HDR images, two objective quality metrics, namely the high dynamic range-minimum
square error (HDR-MSE), and the perceptually uniform-peak signal to noise ratio (PU-PSNR) [41], are utilized. In addition to the objective quality metrics, subjective quality metrics, the high dynamic range visible differences predictor (HDR-VDP) [42], and the high dynamic range video quality measure (HDR-VQM) [43] are also used for the computation of the distortions. The HDR-MSE is computed as the logarithm ($\log_{10}$) of the mean square error (MSE) between the log luminances of original and reconstructed HDR images. The PU-PSNR metric is similar to the PSNR metric but extended version of it to wider luminance gamut considering the sensitivity of the human visual system (HVS). Therefore the PU-PSNR is assumed more convenient to HDR content as an objective quality metric. The HDR-VDP is the extended version of the visible differences predictor (VDP) [44] to the HDR content. It briefly simulates the human eye for light scattering, and performs modifications in order to accord with the wider luminance range of HDR. The HDR-VDP is computed between the original and reconstructed HDR images by using its quality (Q) option. Note that, the implementation of HDR-VDP is available publicly. The HDR-VQM is originally used for quality assessment of HDR video sequences, however, it can also be utilized for quality assessment of HDR images as it is done in this thesis. Again, note that, likewise the HDR-VDP, the implementation of HDR-VQM is also available publicly. Finally, the bitrate is taken as the total bitrate of the base layer and the residue layer to draw the rate-distortion curves.

6.2.1 Rate-Distortion Performance Results for the 8-bit Conversion of Backward Compatible HDR Image Coding Residues

As mentioned before in Chapter 5, for the 8-bit conversion of backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues, two methods are used and it is investigated which method performs better as an 8-bit conversion. As the first method, the adaptive residual mapping method, which is proposed by Mir et al. [22] and includes the Sigmoid function and the Logit function, is used. Since, the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method gives poor results that can not be used for comparisons, only the results of the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method is used for comparisons. As the second method, the optimum tone mapping method which is proposed by Mai et al. [6] is adapted to the characteristics
of backward compatible HDR image coding residues as an 8-bit conversion.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 give the rate-distortion performance plot results for the two compared 8-bit conversion methods, the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method which is proposed by Mir et al. [22] and the optimum tone mapping method which is proposed by Mai et al. [24], of backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected five HDR images coded with the standard and the directional or in other words 1-D codec, respectively, in the residue layer and with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.

As seen from the figures, the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method to backward compatible HDR image coding residues outperforms the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method appreciably in the meaning of rate-distortion performances for both the standard and the directional coding. The gain in the HDR-MSE ($\log_{10}$) for the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method to backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the same bitrate is about 0.3 to 0.9 dB for both the standard and directional coding.

Finally, because of the fact that the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method to backward compatible HDR image coding residues surpasses remarkably the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method in the meaning of rate-distortion performances for both the standard and the directional coding, in the remaining rate-distortion performance results, which are on the coding of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues, the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method is used for the 8-bit conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues owing to its better rate-distortion performance.
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Figure 6.1: HDR-MSE ($\log_{10}$) vs. bitrate (bits/pixel) rate-distortion performance plot results for the different 8-bit conversions (Mai et al. (black) and Mir et al. ($f_s$) (blue)) of backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected five HDR images coded with the standard codec in the residue layer and with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
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Figure 6.2: HDR-MSE ($log_{10}$) vs. bitrate (bits/pixel) rate-distortion performance plot results for the different 8-bit conversions (Mai et al. (black) and Mir et al. (blue)) of backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected five HDR images coded with the directional or in other words the 1-D codec in the residue layer and with a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
6.2.2 Rate-Distortion Performance Results for the Coding of 8-bit Backward Compatible HDR Image Coding Residues

As mentioned before in Chapter 5, after the verification of local anisotropic characteristics of high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues for the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues after the 8-bit conversion, two coding methods, which are the directional coding [31-33] that refers to coding with the modified H.264/AVC JM 10.2 reference software encoder-decoder in [32, 33] and the standard coding that refers to coding with the standard H.264/AVC JM 10.2 reference software encoder-decoder [8], are utilized to see whether the directional coding is a good candidate solution or not besides the standard coding. In addition, as mentioned before in the previous section, after the verification of better rate-distortion performance of the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method to backward compatible HDR image coding residues against the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method, the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method is used in the experiments on the coding of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues.

Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 show the rate-distortion performance plot results for the coding of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues in terms of high dynamic range-minimum square error (HDR-MSE), perceptually uniform-peak signal to noise ratio (PU-PSNR), high dynamic range-visible differences predictor quality metric (HDR-VDP) (Q) and high dynamic range-video quality measure (HDR-VQM), respectively. From Figures 6.3 and 6.4, the superiority of the directional coding against the standard coding in the meaning of rate-distortion performances is quite observable for all the selected five HDR images, which are adequately diverse, roughly cover the reasonable dynamic and spatial activity ranges and representative to perform comparisons as mentioned before in Chapter 4. The gains in the HDR-MSE and the PU-PSNR metrics are almost similar with each other and are about 0.2 to 0.6 dB depending on the bitrate and the image. This corresponds to gains in the bitrate of about 2 to 6 % for a fixed HDR-MSE value and a fixed PU-PSNR value. These obtained gains are parallel with the gains that have been obtained for low dynamic range (LDR) motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals in [32, 33].

In Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the rate-distortion performance plot results are given in terms
of perceptual quality metrics the HDR-VDP (Q), which is known as the HDR visible differences predictor quality metric, and the HDR-VQM, which is known as the HDR video quality measure metric. With these metrics, it can be observed that, the rate-distortion performance plot results obtained with the directional codec are not consistently better than the rate-distortion performance plot results obtained with the standard codec. According to the rate-distortion performance plot results in terms of these perceptual quality metrics, it can be inferred that, even though the directional coding is a good candidate solution for the coding of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues, this does not always mean that these perceptual quality metrics, which can better model the human visual system (HVS) perception, give better results.
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Figure 6.3: HDR-MSE ($\log_{10}$) vs. bitrate (bits/pixel) rate-distortion performance plot results for the coding (the standard coding (blue) and the directional coding (red)) of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected five HDR images coded with the 8-bit conversion method of Mai et al. in the residue layer and a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
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Figure 6.4: PU-PSNR [dB] vs. bitrate (bits/pixel) rate-distortion performance plot results for the coding (the standard coding (blue) and the directional coding (red)) of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected five HDR images coded with the 8-bit conversion method of Mai et al. in the residue layer and a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
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Figure 6.5: HDR-VDP (Q) vs. bitrate (bits/pixel) rate-distortion performance plot results for the coding (the standard coding (blue) and the directional coding (red)) of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected five HDR images coded with the 8-bit conversion method of Mai et al. in the residue layer and a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
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Figure 6.6: HDR-VQM vs. bitrate (bits/pixel) rate-distortion performance plot results for the coding (the standard coding (blue) and the directional coding (red)) of 8-bit backward compatible HDR image coding residues for the selected five HDR images coded with the 8-bit conversion method of Mai et al. in the residue layer and a fixed base layer quantization parameter, QP = 27.
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, summary of the thesis, conclusions and future work are provided.

7.1 Summary

In this thesis, a backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding system was proposed, designed and tested with the purpose of providing successful transition from widely accepted low dynamic range (LDR) technology, which has limitations to represent visual content of technological needs of progressive world, to HDR technology, which is proposed to overcome the limitations of LDR technology and encodes the whole luminance range of real world scenes which changes from extreme darkness ($10^{-6}$ cd/m$^2$) to bright sunshine ($10^8$ cd/m$^2$). For this purpose, a more efficient coding method for backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which are obtained as the differences between original HDR images and their predictions from corresponding base layer LDR images, was proposed and implemented. Firstly, spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and spatial characteristics of LDR motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals were associated with each other by visual inspection. Visually inspected similarities between spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and LDR MC prediction residuals, which become more apparent on edges, object boundaries and textured regions, were quantified by performing the auto-covariance (AC) analyses on backward compatible HDR image coding residues. These analyses were followed by the implementation of the proposed coding method which is
more efficient according to spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues. The proposed coding method comprises two stages, which are the 8-bit conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and the directional coding, which was used for the coding of LDR MC prediction residuals before. And finally, the rate-distortion performances of the proposed coding method were evaluated by the objective and perceptual quality metrics as well.

In Chapter 2, the general scheme of the proposed backward compatible coding of HDR image with the base layer and the residue layer was presented and the operations which were accomplished for each stage of both the layers were explained in detail.

In Chapter 3, the AC analyses of backward compatible HDR image coding residues were presented and explained in detail. In order to code backward compatible HDR image coding residues more efficiently as in the case of LDR MC prediction residuals, the study of their characteristics was a necessity before implementing the proposed coding method for backward compatible HDR image coding residues. With this purpose, in order to understand whether backward compatible HDR image coding residues exhibit also local anisotropic characteristics or not as in the case of LDR MC prediction residuals, backward compatible HDR image coding residues were investigated with respect to different bitrates (different quantization parameters (QPs)), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding. Firstly, spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and spatial characteristics of LDR MC prediction residuals were associated with each other by visual inspection. After that, in order to quantify the visual inspected similarities, which were more apparent on edges, object boundaries and textured regions, between spatial characteristics of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and LDR MC prediction residuals, the utilized necessary AC models were explained. Finally, how to estimate the parameters of the utilized AC models was given at the end of the chapter.

In Chapter 4, the experimental results for the AC analyses of several backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which have different bitrates (different QPs), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding, were given and interpreted. With the resulting AC model parameters for a particu-
lar image with respect to these main variables, by analyzing the behaviours of these parameters, characteristics of the AC of local regions of backward compatible HDR image coding residues were investigated to conclude whether the directional coding methods could be applied for the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues or not.

In Chapter 5, afterwards the verification of existence of such local anisotropic characteristics in backward compatible HDR image coding residues in Chapter 3 and 4, the proposed coding method, which comprises two stages that are firstly 8-bit conversion of backward compatible HDR image coding residues and secondly directional coding of them, for backward compatible HDR image coding residues were presented and explained in detail. Also, the details of the utilized codec for this proposed coding method were clarified.

In Chapter 6, the experimental results, which are the rate-distortion performance results, for the proposed coding method with different 8-bit conversion methods and with different coding methods for several backward compatible HDR image coding residues, which have different bitrates (different QPs), spatial activities and dynamic ranges as the main variables in the HDR image coding, were given, compared and interpreted.

7.2 Conclusions

Backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues were analyzed whether they exhibit also local anisotropic characteristics or not as in the case of low dynamic range (LDR) motion-compensated (MC) prediction residuals by performing auto-covariance (AC) analyses on them. The experiments on the AC analyses of backward compatible HDR image coding residues have revealed that backward compatible HDR image coding residues obtained as the differences between original HDR images and their predictions from the corresponding base layer LDR images possess 1-D directional characteristics for several HDR images, which roughly cover a reasonable dynamic and spatial activity ranges. Furthermore, the 1-D directional structures in backward compatible HDR image coding residues become more salient
as the quantization in the base layer increases. The existence of such 1-D directional characteristics in backward compatible HDR image coding residues and its similarity between LDR MC prediction residuals indicate that the directional coding method, which uses diverse 1-D directional transforms in addition to the conventional 2-D transforms of the existing codecs and were used for LDR MC prediction residuals before, outperforms the standard coding methods, which use only the conventional 2-D transforms of the existing codecs, as a better solution for the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues. Moreover, rate-distortion performances of backward compatible HDR image coding residues vary with different 8-bit conversion methods. For instance, while some 8-bit conversion methods can give poor results such as the Logit function of the adaptive residual mapping method, the others can give good results such as the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method and the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method to backward compatible HDR image coding residues. It is verified that, the adaptation of the optimum tone mapping method to backward compatible HDR image coding residues remarkably surpasses the Sigmoid function of the adaptive residual mapping method in the meaning of rate-distortion performances for both the standard and the directional coding as an 8-bit conversion.

### 7.3 Future Work

The backward compatible or in other words the layer-based structure, which is used in this thesis, is composed of two layers, namely the base layer as the first layer and the residue layer as the second layer. In the experimental results of the proposed coding method for backward compatible high dynamic range (HDR) image coding residues, the bitrate used in the rate-distortion performance results is taken as the total bitrate of the base layer and the residue layer. However, question of how much bit is allocated for the each layer is not investigated. As a future work, bitrate allocation for each layer used in the backward compatible or in other words the layer-based structure can be studied. Furthermore, this research was conducted on backward compatible HDR image coding residues as a basis, for future work this research can be expanded to backward compatible HDR video coding residues or in other words sequential back-
ward compatible HDR image coding residues with incoming challenges as well. In addition, in this thesis, proof of the concept of whether the directional coding is a good candidate solution or not for the coding of backward compatible HDR image coding residues besides the standard coding is aimed mainly. Hence, the 1-D directional transforms are not integrated or the necessary modifications are not performed in the state-of-the-art codec at the time this research was conducted. As a future work, this research can be expanded to state-of-the-art codec at that time in order to see how much gain this brings.
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